
Discuss how a geyser can 
scald those around it.

Same thing for a shaken soda.
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Use a TV 
remote with 
C.B.T

Just as you change the channel 
on the TV when you don’t like 
it, change the channel in your 
brain to something you like 
better.
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A technique to help understand need for flexible thinking
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Newton’s cradle

✤ Every action has a reaction

✤ People don’t wake up and 
decide to hate you. It’s based 
on things you do.
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Problem

Is it fixed?

yes no
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✤ comic strip conversations

✤ social stories

✤ Peer Buddies

✤ Acting classes

✤ Psychodrama
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✤ teach how to infer using Formal Logic (Grice, 1975) 

✤ Formal logic employs axioms for lawful deductions

✤ Example: “All psychologists are clever. Jim is a 
psychologist.” Implies (makes the implication), that 
is, allows us to infer (or make the inference) that Jim 
is clever. 

✤ If I say “Can you be quiet?” what inference do you 
draw?
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Hanen Program

✤ Do the unexpected and WAIT

✤ Make looking at you worthwhile by overexaggerating

✤ Play eye-face games

✤ Talk about “wants” – not everyone likes the same 
thing
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✤ Talk about:

✤ “Thoughts” 

✤ “Seeing” 

✤ “Hidden feelings”

✤ Understanding “false beliefs”
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“It doesn’t matter what 
you think. It matters what 
others think of you!”

✤ When stopped by an officer

✤ disclose - have an ID card

✤ “Anything you say, can and 
will be used against you.”

✤ anxiety will rise and 
language processing 
decrease
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✤ “I don’t understand what you are saying. Can you 
please say it a different way?”

✤ mixing of facts and opinions leads others to cast doubt

✤ harrassment/stalking vrs friendship

✤ comments/situations used in movies/songs do not 
translate into real life

✤ 12 grader wanting to date
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Is he ready to be an adult?

✤ the court system doesn’t care that your child has Asperger 
syndrome/High Functioning Autism

✤ there is typically a 4-6 year gap between chronological age 
and mental age

✤ he will be held to the same standards as NTs

✤ consider Limited Powers of Attorney or Guardianship

✤ do it BEFORE he turns 18!!!
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Decision Tree: Theory of Mind

Decision Tree

Does he have
cognitive
flexibility?

Can he take
on the

perspectives
of others?

Does he have
impaired

imaginative
play?

Does he know
his behavior

impacts
others?

Does he know
people think
differently?

Does he think
in Black and

White?

Does he have
deficient

inferential
reasoning?

Is he unaware
that his

delivery style
can be

abrasive?

Is he
distractible?

Organizational
difficulties?

Sequential
difficulties?

Poor impulse
control?

Rigid
thinking?

Perfectionist?

Doesn't learn
from

mistakes?

Fails to
realize a new
approach may
be needed?

Follows a
predetermined

script

Fixates on
special

interests?

Control freak?
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Executive 
Functions

134

Triple Model for EF

Cognitive Regulation

Behavior Regulation

Emotional Regulation

• working memory
• initiate
• organize
• monitor 
• plan

• shift set
• emotional control

• inhibit
• self-monitor
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Executive Functions

✤ Prioritizing 

✤ Self-monitoring

✤ Working memory

✤ Impulse control

✤ Metacognition

✤ Problem solving

✤ Planning

✤ Organizing

✤ Predicting

✤ Flexibility

✤ Goal focus

✤ Time Management
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EF deficits impact ToM

✤ lack of attention to social information impedes reading 
of social cues

✤ poor working memory limits generalization

✤ rigid thinking limits options

✤ seeing similarities between old and new situations

✤ difficulty predicting intentions of others
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✤ impulsiveness creates tactless interactions

✤ poor ability to inhibit thoughts 

✤ restricted narrow range of interest limits interactions

✤ difficulty establishing multiple responses for problems

✤ reduced internal self-regulation increases 
dysregulation and being overwhelmed
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EF deficits in daily life predictive of 
depressive symptoms Letkiewicz, et al (2014)

✤ EF deficits play an active role in onset, maintenance, 
and/or recurrence

✤ appears specific to working memory
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EF Assessment Tools

✤ Verbal Fluency / Figural Fluency

✤ Stroop Color-Word Interference Test

✤ Rey-Osterrieth Complex Figure

✤ Tower of London 

✤ Wisconsin Card Sorting Test

✤ Mazes

✤ TrailMaking

✤ Continuous Performance Test
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“Neuropsychological tests alone are inadequate in assessing 
the executive functions because they attempt to separate 

integrated functions into component parts.” 

– Burgess (1997)

“They do not take into consideration 
multi-situational pragmatics.” 

– Kowalski
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EF interventions with minimal 
carryover

✤ working memory training 

✤ inhibition training 
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EF interventions with good 
carryover

✤ aerobic training (cognitive flexibility & training)

✤ martial arts training (attention, generalized to 
classroom)

✤ Tools of the Mind preschool curriculum based on 
Vygotsky’s notions of development
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Unstuck and 
On Target
Cannon, et al. (2011)
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Unstuck

Compromise

Whim/On Target

Plan A/Plan B

Big Deal/Little Deal

Choice/No Choice

• I’m getting stuck on ___, how can I get unstuck?

• Let’s compromise so we both get some of what we want

• Is this a whim, or are we on target?
• How can we make this big deal into a little deal?

• Do we have a choice about this?
• Is this a no choice solution?

• Do we have a choice about this?

• What is our plan?
• Do we have a Plan B?

• Is this a no-choice solution?
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Stop and Read the Room Ward (2010)

✤ SPACE:

✤ Where is it?

✤ What are the parts to that space?
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✤ TIME:

✤ What time is it now?

✤ What usually happens at this time?

✤ The activity I’m doing…when does it need to be 
completed?

✤ How much time do I have?

✤ What is the usual sequence that I do in that time?

✤ What is the pace of the activity?

✤ What do I see myself doing when it is completed?
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✤ OBJECTS:

✤ What materials are in front of me?

✤ What materials do I need to gather?

✤ Anything I need to practice?

✤ PEOPLE:

✤ Who is around?

✤ Who do I know?
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Time Robbers
Sarah Ward
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H2O Homework 
Organizer
www.homework-organizer.com
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✤ smart phones

✤ calendars with audible alerts

✤ address books

✤ voice recorders

✤ timers

✤ appointment trackers

✤ variety of apps for EF
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Central Coherence
Seeing the forest through the trees
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A detail focused 
cognitive style
Uta Frith
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Traits of  Weak Central Coherence

✤ hyperliteral 

✤ “Hop over here to the scale.”

✤ “You always…”

✤ Principal’s comment “Anything else I can do for 
you?”
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✤ overwhelming emphasis on details

✤ “But I don’t do that!” 

✤ difficulty outlining

✤ difficulty summarizing

✤ tendency to ramble
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some classic examples
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“White lies”

✤ Life is not a courtroom

✤ Brutal honesty is not always 
appreciated

✤ Use a white lie when:

✤ it does not harm

✤ make someone feel better

✤ “saves face”
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Kid Cop

✤ rigid adherence to rules:

✤ for self and others

✤ life is black and white with no 
“wiggle room”
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Central Coherence Interventions

✤ teach the concept of “Loosey-Goosey Language”

✤ not     “This”     but          “This”

✤ use wordless picture books to organize thoughts when 
telling a story

✤ teachers need to understand hyperliterality vrs. ODD
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Emotional 
Intelligence
The ability to perceive, identify, and 
manage emotions on a personal and social 
level.
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Strong are the  
emotions of this one

161

Interpreting Emotions

✤ “Psychological Construction of Emotions” - how do 
we experience emotions? (Barrett and Russell, 2015)

✤ combination of top-down, bottom-up processes

✤ making sense of body sensations
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Factors Limiting the Ability to 
Recognize Emotional States in AS 

✤ excessive concrete reasoning

✤ overuse of literal interpretation

✤ limited analytic skills

✤ limited flexibility

✤ limited perspective taking

✤ focusing on one aspect and not the whole
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Things to think about…

✤ Language skills are critical to interpret, comprehend, 
and organize information needed to regulate behavior 
in children (Gallagher, 1999). 

✤ When they get upset, children stop processing 
information (Dolcos & McCarthy, 2006) 

✤ remember the Rats-Cage-Cats experiment?
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Personal EQ

✤ Reduced self-awareness:

✤ inability to recognize one’s own emotions and their 
effects

✤ inability to know one’s own strengths and limits

✤ inability to be sure about one’s capabilities
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✤ Reduced Self-Regulation:

✤ inability to manage disruptive emotions and 
impulses

✤ inability to be honest

✤ inability to be responsible for one’s own actions

✤ inability to be flexible and open to new ideas
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✤ Reduced Self-Motivation:

✤ inability to meet or exceed a standard of excellence

✤ inability to embrace the goals of the group

✤ inability to act on opportunities

✤ inability to continue a goal despite setbacks
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Social EQ

✤ Reduced Social-Awareness

✤ inability to recognize others’ feelings and perspectives

✤ inability to anticipate, recognize, and meet the needs of others

✤ inability to recognize what others need to enhance their abilities

✤ inability to embrace multiculturalism to develop positive 
opportunities

✤ inability to recognize a group’s emotional currents and power 
relationships
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✤ Reduced Social Skills:

✤ inability to be an effective persuader

✤ inability to express oneself clearly and effectively

✤ inability to inspire and guide individuals and groups

✤ inability to initiate changes in a positive manner

✤ inability to negotiate and resolve differences

✤ inability to nurture appropriate relations

✤ inability to collaborate and cooperate effectively
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Emotions help…

✤ structure perception

✤ direct attention

✤ give access to memories

✤ bias judgment
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Typical AS Coping Strategies

✤ social regression

✤ fear reaction

✤ somatic complaints (hypchondriasis)

✤ paranoid thoughts &/or feelings

✤ depression
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✤ clowning to hide inefficiencies

✤ poor self image

✤ passive aggression to elicit anger

✤ impulsivity
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EQ: Personal Competence

Personal
Competence
Decision Tree

Does he have
Self-

Awareness?

Does he have
Self-

Regulation?

Does he have
Self-

Motivation?

Is he aware of
his own

emotions?

Can he
accurately
assess his

strengths and
limits?

Does he have
self-

confidence?

Does he
manage his
emotions

effectively?

is he
trustworthy?

Is he
conscientious?

Is he
adaptable to

new
situations?

Is he
innovative?

Does he strive
to meet or

excel
expectations?

Is he
committed to
the group?

Does he take
initiative?

Is he
optomistic?
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EQ: Social Competence

Social
Competence
Decision Tree

Is he socially
aware?

Does he have
social skills?

Does he
display

empathy?

Does he
understand
the needs of

others?

Does he
empower
others?

Does he
recognize the

benefits of
diversity (E

pluribus
unim?

Is he aware of
the emotional
currents and

power
relationships

within a
group?

Does he
influence

others
appropriately?

Does he have
effective

communication
skills?

Is he a good
leader?

Does he
recognize,

initiate, and
maintain

change when
necessary?

Good conflict
management

skills?

Does he
nurture

relationships?

Does he
collaborate

and
cooperate?

Is he a team
player?
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Some treatment techniques

✤ Gozen/go (www.gozen.com)

✤ on-line program for stress management

✤ Recognize and change destructive self-thinking (I’m such 
a loser) into positive thinking (but I’m good at chess)

✤ Emotions confuse thinking. Use a “Reality Check” 

✤ Temple Grandin’s wallowing in self-pity until she 
started  thinking about her new truck
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✤ Antiseptic bouncing Myles, B. and Southwick, J.  (1999)

✤ Proximity control

✤ Signal interference

✤ Routines

✤ Redirection

✤ Cool zone

✤ Acknowledge difficulty
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✤ Go for a walk

✤ S.O.C.C.S.S.

✤ Situation:

✤ after the event, teacher identifies

✤ who (were involved)

✤ what (happened)

✤ where (did it occur)

✤ when (did it occur)
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✤ Options:

✤ teacher and student brainstorm variety of options

✤ do not rule out any inappropriate responses 

✤ “shoot him, stab him...”

✤ initially teacher may need to facilitate responses
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✤ Choices:

✤ prioritize or Y-N rank 

✤ have student determine best option based on:

✤ accomplishing goal

✤ social appropriateness

✤ Strategies

✤ have student develop a plan

✤ student should have ownership
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✤ Simulation: practice the problem-solving procedure

✤ imagery

✤ talking to another individual about the plan

✤ writing down the plan

✤ role-playing
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✤ Teach the “Language of Emotions”

✤ 6 basic emotions:

✤ happiness

✤ surprise

✤ fear

✤ 600 words to describe these emotions

✤ Use color-coded words to represent “Emotion 
Families”

✤ sadness

✤ disgust

✤ anger
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✤ Express your feelings

✤ everyone has feelings

✤ some ways of showing feelings only escalates the 
problem

✤ how do some of our students express emotions 

✤ pro-social

✤ anti-social
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✤ Control your anger

✤ many individuals react because of how they feel

✤ it is often a technique to ease anxiety

✤ try to get students to understand that their desire is 
not necessarily a demand

✤ Not good: “Joe should not talk when I’m 
watching a movie” 

✤ Better: “I’d appreciate it if Joe would not talk 
when I’m watching a movie.”
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✤ Sense or nonsense?

✤ have student write their thought down that’s 
making them angry

✤ have student ask himself the following:

✤ is it true?

✤ am I exaggerating?

✤ is it the end of the world?
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✤ Realize you are spiraling out of control

✤ recognizing when the spiral of negative thinking is 
happening allows one an opportunity to redirect

✤ get student to realize HE controls his emotions

✤ have him think of something he does well and 
DEFLECT his thoughts 

✤ Use the T.V. remote concept
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✤ Managing accusations

✤ think about why you were accused

✤ what was the accuser thinking? (ToM)

✤ if true, admit it

✤ if not, explain

✤ don’t place blame
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✤ Incredible 5-Point Scale
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Tools for Affective Education
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Hidden Curriculum

✤ defined as the set of rules or guidelines that are often 
not directly taught but presumed to be known

✤ they impact social interaction

✤ it is ASSUMED knowledge
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Statements indicating a Hidden 
Curriculum violation

✤ “I shouldn’t have to tell you, but…"

✤ “It should be obvious that…"

✤ “Everyone knows that…"

✤ “Common sense tells us…"

✤ “No one ever…"
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Proactive strategies that enhance 
emotional stability 

✤ Assess current emotional state

✤ use multiple sources

✤ develop a mood diary for prediction

✤ student often is an ineffective source of information

✤ often doesn’t recognize escalation is occurring until crisis 
occurs

✤ be aware of academic, social, or behavioral changes
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✤ Evaluate possibility of environmental stressors

✤ any changes to routine?

✤ situations in school, dorm, or home?

✤ Decrease the stress

✤ modify requirements for disliked or difficult tasks

✤ temporarily eliminate any emphasis on teaching 
new skills
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✤ Increase predictability

✤ modify requirements for disliked or difficult tasks

✤ temporarily eliminate any emphasis on teaching 
new skills

✤ Balance stressors and learning

✤ gradually increase demands

✤ be sure student knows how to accomplish demands
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Used with permission. www.Coultervideo.com
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✤ Be Pro-Active: “Make-It-A-Big-Deal” Strategy (Kersey & Masterson, 
2011). 

✤ Positive behavior strategies in teaching. Young Children, 
66, 40-44 

✤ Write down the qualities you hope children will develop. 
When you see them, make a big deal out of it. 

✤ Many students with AS/HFA are clueless about how to 
interact appropriately. They think they are using a good 
strategy but others may not (remember the “hit-tag” story?)

✤ Imaging the stress of going through life not knowing if 
what you are doing is appropriate or not and the only 
feedback is getting slammed when you are not appropriate.
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✤ Use simple acts of kindness to inspire them (Breaux & 
Whitaker, 2010) 

✤ Smile and greet them as they enter the room 

✤ Tell them you are glad to see them 

✤ Sit next to them 

✤ Get to know them, find out something about them.

✤ Tell them a stupid joke
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Affective education

✤ teach the concepts of emotions/Language of Emotions

✤ begin with Happiness/Pleasure

✤ develop scrap books to help visualize concept

✤ compare and contrast with other scrapbooks
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How are many disruptive 
events managed in a 
typical classroom?

✤ Calling parents

✤ Time out

✤ Send to office

✤ Detention 
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Group Discussion
Why does this strategy often fail when used with students diagnosed AS/HFA?
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✤ Think of the following:

✤ relationship between anxiety, stress and language

✤ often their intention is not consistent with what we 
interpret (hit-tag story)

✤ it fails to offer useful strategies to try in the future
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Assessment of AS/HFA
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Be aware

✤ AS/HFA clinical label

✤ Social-pragmatic communication label

✤ Educational assessment for Autism 

✤ it is NOT the same as a medical diagnosis
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Assessment should consider

✤ initiation of spontaneous communication and 
reciprocal turn-taking in functional activities across 
communication partners and settings;

✤ willingness to initiate and maintain conversation;

✤ ability to manipulate conversational topics and repair 
communication breakdowns;
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✤ comprehension of verbal and nonverbal discourse in 
social, academic, and community settings;

✤ communication for a range of social functions that are 
reciprocal and promote the development of friendships 
and social networks, including differentiation of one's 
own feeling from the feelings of others (Theory of Mind -
ToM);

✤ verbal and nonverbal means of communication, including 
natural gestures, speech, signs, pictures, and written 
words,

✤ ability to access literacy and academic instruction, as well 
as curricular, extracurricular, and vocational activities.
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A bit about pragmatics

✤ Pragmatic language deficits may also exist in the 
absence of problems with syntax, semantics, and 
phonology (Young, Diehl, Morris, Hyman, & Bennetto, 2005)

✤ Formal testing may be useful for assessing the 
structure and form of language, but may not provide 
an accurate assessment of an individual's use of 
language (i.e., pragmatics) American Speech-Language-Hearing 
Association Practice Portal: Autism (www.asha.org/PRPSpecificTopic.aspx?
folderid=8589935303&section=Assessment)
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Inappropriate exclusion of services 
American Speech-Language-Hearing Association Practice Portal: Autism (www.asha.org/
PRPSpecificTopic.aspx?folderid=8589935303&section=Assessment)

✤ Cognitive referencing: comparing IQ scores and 
language scores to determine eligibility

✤ Chronological age: 

✤ research has shown all ages benefit from 
communication services and support (Garfinkle & Schwartz, 
2002; Lawton & Kasari, 2012)
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✤ Diagnostic label: social communication is 
encompassed in the definition of autism Baron-Cohen, Allen, 
& Gillberg, (1992); DiLavore, Lord, & Rutter, (1995); Lord & Corsello, (2005).

✤ The diagnosis of ASD indicates the inclusion of 
communication services and supports rather than 
the exclusion of services

✤ Lack of funding or adequately trained personnel

✤ district is obligated to find or train existing 
personnel Timothy W. v. Rochester, NH School District, (1989)
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“In the schools children and adolescents with social 
communication disorders are eligible for speech-
language pathology services, due to the pervasive nature 
of the social communication impairment, regardless of 
cognitive abilities or performance on standardized 
testing of formal language skills.” 

        – American Speech-Language-Hearing Association Practice Portal: 
Social Communication Disorders in School-Age Children

 www.asha.org/PRPSpecificTopic.aspx?folderid=8589934980&section=Assessment
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Risks with this population

✤ verbal intelligence is at, or above expectations - 
especially in specific academic subject areas

✤ often common in early school years

✤ diagnosis often in adolescence/adulthood
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✤ long-term outcomes demonstrates social-pragmatic 
communication deficits significantly affect their ability 
to adjust to new social demands in later academic and 
community settings and to achieve vocational goals 
(Gilchrist et al., 2001; Mueller, Schuler, Burton, & Yates, 2003; Tsatsanis, Foley, & 
Donehower, 2004).

✤ eligibility for educational services necessitates the use 
of a variety of strategies for gathering information

✤ standardized measures * 

✤ interviews

✤ questionnaires
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✤ Failure to benefit from previous services

✤ lack of progress may be associated with:

✤ inappropriate goals

✤ unsuitable intervention methods

✤ failure to incorporate assistive technology

✤ insufficient methods in measuring outcomes 
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1. Appropriate
2. Weird, Creepy, Irritating, Say WHAT?

3. Dangerous (detention, suspension, 
expulsion, fired)
4. Criminal

Temple Grandin’s  
Levels of Behavior

Remember this slide?

2. Weird, Creepy, Irritating, Say WHAT?

3. Dangerous (detention, suspension, 
expulsion, fired)
4. Criminal

214
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Theory of Mind

Executive Function

Central Coherence

Emotional Intelligence

Social Interaction

Social Communication

Social Emotional Regulation
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Group Discussion
What tools do you use for assessment?
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Reliability and Validity

✤ Reliability: the extent to which an experiment, test or 
any measuring procedure yields the same results on 
repeated trials

✤ Validity: how well the instrument measures what it 
purports to measure

✤ more difficult to define because its meaning differs 
based on the context
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Can they assess this?

And then Spock used 
his mind meld…
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“The problem with trying to teach discreet concepts of 
social skill functioning is that they are not discreet. We 

use multi-situational social-pragmatic communication. It 
is highly dependent upon the rapid assessment of a 

variety of cues and requires immediate action.” 

– Timothy P. Kowalski
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Red flags indicating 
social-pragmatics

✤ clueless

✤ socially naive

✤ tactless

✤ unmotivated

✤ oblivious

✤ inflexible

✤ friendless

✤ oppositional

✤ aggressive

✤ out-of-sync
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Components of Social-Pragmatic 
Communication 
American Speech-Language-Hearing Association http://www.asha.org/uploadedFiles/ASHA/
Practice_Portal/Clinical_Topics/Social_Communication_Disorders_in_School-Age_Children/
Components-of-Social-Communication.pdf
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Social Interaction

✤ Speech style and context

✤ Cultural influences

✤ Gender communication differences

✤ Language interference (influence of one language on another)

✤ Code switching

✤ Rules for linguistic politeness
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✤ Social reasoning

✤ Peer-related social competence

✤ Social tasks (e.g., accessing peer groups, cooperative 
play)

✤ Conflict resolution

✤ Power relationships (e.g.,dominance/deference)
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Social Cognition

✤ Theory of Mind (ToM)—ability to connect emotional 
states to self and others; understanding that others 
have knowledge, desires, and emotions that may 
differ from one’s own ; ability to take the perspective 
of another and modify language use accordingly
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✤ Emotional competence

✤ emotional regulation

✤ emotional understanding 

✤ emotional expression (e.g., effectively regulating 
one’s emotional state and behavior while focusing 
attention on salient aspects of the environment and 
engaging in social interaction)
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✤ Executive functioning (e.g., organization, planning, 
attention, problem solving, self- monitoring of future, 
goal-directed behavior)

✤ Joint attention (e.g., social orienting, establishing 
shared attention, monitoring emotional states, and 
considering another's intentions)

✤ Inference

✤ Presupposition
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✤ Reason and emotions are inseparable (Damasio, 1994)

✤ Critical thinking: the ability and willingness to assess 
claims and make objective judgments on basis of well 
supported reasons and evidence rather than emotion 
or anecdote (Wade, Tavris, and Garry, 2014)

✤ it involves emotion because thinking is done with a 
purpose and its related goals, desires, or needs 
always have feelings attached to them (Baron, 2008)

✤ Being emotionally committed to a belief has no 
bearing on validity
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Are we ever able to figure out another 
person’s intent?
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✤ Fey’s Pragmatic Patterns, M. Fey, 1986                      
Assertive in

conversation?

Yes No

Responsive in
conversation?

Responsive in
conversation?

Yes No Yes No

Active
Conversationalist

Verbal
Noncommunicator

Passive
Conversationalist

Inactive
Communicator
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Pragmatics: Verbal Communication

✤ Speech acts (e.g., requests, responses, comments, 
directives, demands, promises, and other 
communication functions)

✤ Communicative intentions (communicative acts)

✤ Prosody

✤ use and comprehension
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✤ Grice's Maxims of Conversation (Grice, 1975)

✤ (quantity, quality, relevance, manner)
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✤ Discourse

✤ Style—conversational, narrative, expository, 
procedural

✤ Interaction/transaction

✤ Cohesion/coherence

✤ Responsiveness/assertiveness

✤ Topic maintenance/introduction/responsiveness/shift

✤ Social reciprocity (e.g., initiating and responding to 
bids for interaction, taking turns)
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✤ Discourse (Continued)

✤ Communication breakdown and repair o Deictic 
forms

✤ Contingency/adjacency

✤ Co-construction of meaning

✤ Event knowledge

✤ Scripts
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Pragmatics: Nonverbal 
Communication

✤ Body language (posture and positioning)

✤ Gesture

✤ Facial expression

✤ Eye contact
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✤ Gaze (gaze shifts)

✤ Proxemics

✤ Deictic gestures

✤ gestures that simply add to the communication and 
do not have specific intentions (like flapping arms 
to represent flying)

✤ Challenging behavior as communication
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Misdiagnosis is Common

✤ in one study of 32 students eventually identified as AS, 
92% were provided other diagnoses or labels (Church, 
et al. 2000) 

✤ labels provided by:

✤ school/clinical psychologists

✤ primary care physicians

✤ psychiatrists
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Why?

✤ the deficit is often masked by other comorbid 
symptoms or compensatory strategies currently in use
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Diagnostic Issues
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Avoiding 
Litigation

✤ Procedural: occurs when 
school personnel fail to follow 
appropriate procedural 
requirements defined in IDEA

✤ Substantive errors occur when 
school personnel do not 
provide appropriate special 
education services to children 
with autism
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